
•Warm-up
• Find the shortest trip (total 

distance) starting and 
ending in Chicago and 
visiting each other city 
once.

• Minimum-cost 
Hamiltonian  Circuits

• Practice

• Homework time
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Unlike Euler 
circuits, no 
method has 

been found to 
easily 

determine 
whether a 

graph has a 
Hamiltonian 

circuit



Check Homework



Objectives

•Content Objective:  Apply the Fundamental 
Principal of  Counting to the Traveling 
Salesman Problem.

•Social Objective:  Listen well to teacher and 
classmates.

•Language Objective:  Clearly write the Brute 
Force algorithm, the Nearest Neighbor 
algorithm, and the Sorted Edges algorithm for 
solving the Traveling Salesman Problem.



Minimum-Cost Hamiltonian Circuit

Algorithm (step-by-step process)
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Brute Force Algorithm
• Generate all possible Hamiltonian 

circuits.
• Add up the weights (distances) 

on the edges of each tour.
• Choose the circuit of minimum 

distance.

Warm-up



If there are a ways of choosing one thing, b ways of choosing a second 
after the first is chosen,…, and z ways of choosing the last item after 
the earlier choices, then the total number of choice patterns is  
a ● b ● c ● … ● z.

Examples:

Barbie Doll Clothes

10 shirts

6 skirts

4 pairs of shoes

Drawing from a bag of 8 numbers (not replacing)

how many different orders of numbers?



Applying the
Fundamental Principle of Counting

If there are n vertices (cities), then there are (n-1)! routes and edges.  But each 
route is a reverse of another, so there are (n-1)!/2 different Hamiltonian 

Circuits or tours

four city problem five city problem

Total # of tours =

Total # of routes =

Total # of tours = Total # of tours =

Total # of routes= Total # of routes=

Six city problem



Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP)
textbook: pg 38-39



The Traveling Salesman Problem





Nearest-Neighbor Algorithm
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From the starting point (Chicago) 
first visit the nearest city, then visit 
the nearest city that has not already 
been visited.  Return to the starting 
point when no other choice is 
available.

greedy algorithm
Try starting at St. Louis.
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Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP)

Sorted-Edges Algorithm
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Sort the edges in increasing order.  
Select at each stage that edge of 
least cost that (1) never requires 
that three used edges meet at a 
vertex and that (2) never closes up 
a circular tour that doesn’t include 
all the vertices.

greedy algorithm

No algorithm has been found that is both fast and 
always produces an optimal solution.



Problem 1

On a map there are roads from town A of length 10, 26, 
12, and 50 miles. Using the nearest-neighbor algorithm 
for finding a Hamiltonian circuit starting at town A, which 
road would be traveled first? 

A) road of length 10 

B) road of length 26 

C) road of length 12 

D) road of length 50 



Problem 2

For the traveling salesman problem (Hamiltonian 
circuit) applied to six cities, how many tours are 
possible? 

A) 60 
B) 120 
C) 360 
D) 720 



Problem 3

For the traveling salesman problem (Hamiltonian 
circuit) applied to five cities, how many distinct 
tours are possible? 

A) 120 
B) 60 
C) 24 
D) 12 



Problem 4

On the graph below, which 
routing is produced by using 
the sorted-edges algorithm to 
solve the traveling salesman 
problem?

A) ABCDA 
B) ABDCA 
C) ACBDA 
D) ABCD 



Problem 5

For the graph below, what 
is the cost of the 
Hamiltonian circuit 
obtained by using the 
sorted-edges algorithm?

A) 40 
B) 58 
C) 60 
D) 66 



Problem 6

For the graph below, which 
routing is produced by using 
the nearest-neighbor 
algorithm to solve the 
traveling salesman problem?

A) ABCEDA 
B) ABEDCA 
C) ADCEBA 
D) ABCED 



Problem 7

For the graph below, 
what is the cost of the 
Hamiltonian circuit 
obtained by using the 
sorted-edges algorithm?

A) 23 
B) 29 
C) 33 
D) 41 



Problem 8

Use the brute force algorithm to 
solve the traveling salesman 
problem for the graph of the four 
cities shown below.


